
Getting Fruit Trees ready for the Spring helps you: ensure great quality fruit; makes it 
easier to spray, thin and pick; as well as rejuvenates the tree for further production in 
years to come.

General Pruning Tips for all Fruits
When to Prune: Late Winter (February) or Early Spring (March) before they begin to leaf 
out or bloom.

First off on all fruit trees you want to reduce or maintain the height of your fruit trees to 
keep them at a height that is easy for you to pick, thin or spray.  A lot of gardeners will 
keep their trees around 7 to 8 feet tall so they donʼt have to use ladders.  Itʼs okay to top 
Fruit Trees, not shade trees.

Now for specific types of fruit
Fruiting Apples and Pears Trees-Remove any crossing branches, where the branches 
are growing into the center of the tree. Also remove some of the older bearing branches 
to give room for new branches to develop since Pear and Apple spurs (short twig-like 
growths that fruit develops from) are only viable for 5 years.   

Fruiting Cherries- Unlike other fruit trees the fruit producing spurs do not need 
refreshed.  Fruiting cherries naturally grow upright and thick with branches to make it 
easier to spray and harvest thin some of the branches out annually to allow for an open 
and sturdy structure.

Peaches/Nectarines- It is best to remove about two thirds of the previous years growth 
to create an open habit and to temper the tree's enthusiastic habit of over producing 
fruit. This also provides air flow to help prevent fungal disease, insect havens, and helps 
prevent branches from breaking due to the weight of the fruit or wind. 

Plums, Prunes, and Pluots- Again like other fruit trees reduce the trees height to make it 
easier to pick and spray during the growing season. Then prune to shape tree into a 
vase shape by removing a quarter of the previous year growth as well as  some of the 
older branches to make room for new spurs.	  
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